Giant sprinkler
2" male

**Applications:** permanent or supplementary irrigation in sugarcane or cotton fields, paddocks, arenas, feedlots, sod farms and for dust control
- High water distribution with spacing up to 50 m
- Slow rotation at uniform speed
- Heavy-duty brass and stainless-steel construction for improved durability and performance
- Stainless-steel spring and shaft are resistant to corrosion
- Three-nozzle construction with extended nozzle arm for wide diameter coverage and maximum performance
- Non-clog straightening vane to ensure excellent coverage in windy conditions

---

Full- and part-circle giant sprinkler
2" male

**Specifically designed for irrigation of field edges**

**Applications:** permanent or supplementary irrigation in horse pastures, paddocks, arenas, feedlots and for dust control
- High water distribution with spacing up to 50 m
- Unique triple-nozzle overlapping design ensures extra coverage and distribution uniformity